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WHAT IS GREASE COMPATIBILITY?
According to the NLGI definition:
¢

Two lubricating greases are incompatible
when a mixture of the products has physical
or performance properties that are inferior to
those of the individual greases.

¢

Physical or performance properties inferior to
one of the products and superior to the other
may be due to simple mixing and would not
be considered as evidence of incompatibility
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WHY IS GREASE COMPATIBILITY IMPORTANT?
If incompatible:
Grease mixtures may exhibit a change in consistency – usually,
excessive softening, but in some cases, hardening
¢ This may lead to migration of the soft grease past seals, leading to
loss of lubrication
¢ Grease mixtures may also exhibit abnormal oil separation or
“bleeding”, especially at higher temperatures
¢ Other properties that may be affected are dropping point, shear
stability, pumpability, and oxidation stability
¢ Less probable but not unknown, the greases’ performance additives
may act antagonistically
¢
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COMPATIBILITY CHARTS CANNOT BE RELIED ON
¢

Grease compatibility charts have been around for many, many years.
These charts are based solely on thickener type and assess
compatibility as “compatible”, “borderline” or “incompatible”

¢

Unfortunately, such charts are unreliable, and in many cases, in
violent disagreement with one another

¢

Two publicly available compatibility charts are shown in the next two
slides which clearly demonstrate this disagreement for lithium
complex and aluminum complex
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GREASE COMPATIBILITY CHART COURTESY OF MOBIL
INDUSTRIAL

Al complex and Li
complex are incompatible
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GREASE COMPATIBILITY CHART COURTESY OF MACHINERY
LUBRICATION
Al complex and Li
complex are compatible
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COMPATIBILITY CHARTS ARE UBIQUITOUS ON THE INTERNET
¢

A review of 21 grease compatibility charts from the internet show
many inconsistencies. With regard to aluminum complex and lithium
complex:

¢

12 indicate that aluminum complex and lithium complex are
compatible

¢

4 indicate they are borderline compatible

¢

5 indicate they are incompatible
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LITHIUM ISSUES
¢

The grease industry is challenged by the recent increases in price and
availability of lithium hydroxide, driven by the growing demand for lithium
for batteries for mobile electronics and electrified vehicles
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LITHIUM ISSUES
¢

This is has contributed to a decrease in simple lithium grease production

¢

While lithium complex grease production does so far continue to grow, it
is uncertain how much the lithium hydroxide tightness of supply and
increased costs may impact future lithium complex grease production
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LITHIUM ISSUES
¢

At the same time, polyurea and calcium sulfonate grease production are
both increasing, and aluminum complex grease production is poised to
grow as well
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THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGING GREASE TYPES
Since changing from one grease thickener type to another must be
carefully managed, a study of the compatibility of 6 different commercial
greases (3 each of lithium complex and aluminum complex) was
conducted
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TESTING METHODOLOGY: BASED ON ASTM D 6185
o The testing was performed using a
modification of the ASTM D 6185 11 method (option 2), using the
ASTM D 1831 Roll Stability test in
place of the ASTM D 217 100,000stroke penetration test
o Another modification to the ASTM
method was that 25:75 and 75:25
mixtures were tested, rather than
the 10:90 and 90:10 ratios
specified
o Dropping point testing by ASTM D
2265 and storage stability testing
by FTM 3467.1 were included, as
specified in ASTM D 6185 - 11
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DATA ANALYSIS
¢

The data were analyzed using both the ASTM D 6185 definitions and
the author’s (CRC) definitions for compatibility, borderline compatibility
and incompatibility

¢

The ASTM acceptability limits are based on test method repeatability,
whereas the CRC acceptability limits are based on practical
experience, and are more generous than the ASTM limits
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DROPPING POINT (ASTM D 2265) COMPATIBILITY DEFINITIONS
ASTM Definitions:
¢

Compatible: the dropping point of the mixture is equal to or greater than that of either
constituent grease

¢

Borderline: the dropping point of the mixture is less than the lower of the constituent greases
by an amount equal to or less than the repeatability of the test method
Incompatible: the dropping point of the mixture is less than the lower of the constituent
greases by an amount greater than the repeatability of the test method

¢

¢

ASTM D 2265 Dropping Point Repeatability = 7oC

CRC definitions:
¢

Compatible: the dropping point of the mixture is less than 40oC lower than the predicted
dropping point

¢

Borderline: the dropping point of the mixture is less than the predicted value by 40oC – 60oC

¢

Incompatible: the dropping point of the mixture is less than the predicted value by more than
60oC
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SHEAR STABILITY (ASTM D 1831) COMPATIBILITY DEFINITIONS
ASTM definitions:
¢

Compatible: the penetration of the mixture is equal to or between the constituent greases

¢

Borderline: the penetration of the mixture is less than the lower of the constituent greases or
greater than the higher of the constituent greases by an amount equal to or less than the
repeatability of the test method
Incompatible: the penetration of the mixture is less than the lower of the constituent greases
or greater than the higher of the constituent greases by an amount greater than the
repeatability of the test

¢

¢

ASTM D1831 Roll Stability Test Repeatability = 11 dmm

CRC definitions:
¢

Compatible: the penetration of the mixture is 30 points or less different from the predicted
penetration

¢

Borderline: the penetration of the mixture is 31 – 45 points different from the predicted
penetration

¢

Incompatible: the penetration of the mixture is more than 45 points different from the
predicted penetration
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STORAGE STABILITY (FTM 3467.1) COMPATIBILITY DEFINITIONS
ASTM definitions:
¢

Compatible: the 60 stroke penetration change of the mixture is equal to or between the those of the
constituent greases

¢

Borderline: the 60 stroke penetration change of the mixture is less than that of the lower of the
constituent greases or greater than that of the higher of the constituent greases by an amount equal
to or less than the repeatability of the test method

¢

Incompatible: the 60 stroke penetration change of the mixture is less than that of the lower of the
constituent greases or greater than that of the higher of the constituent greases by an amount
greater than the repeatability of the test

¢

ASTM D 1403 (half scale) 60 stroke Penetration = 10 dmm

CRC definitions:
¢

Compatible: the 60 stroke penetration of the mixture is 30 points or less different from the predicted
penetration

¢

Borderline: the 60 stroke penetration of the mixture is 31 – 45 points different from the predicted
penetration

¢

Incompatible: the 60 stroke penetration of the mixture is more than 45 points different from the
predicted penetration
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L1:/A1
Storage
stability of
this mixture
is very poor

Dropping
Points of all
mixtures are
very poor
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L1:/A2
Storage
stability of all
mixtures is
very poor

Dropping
Points of
several
mixtures are
not good
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L1:/A3
Storage
stability of all
mixtures is
very poor

Roll Stability
of several
mixtures are
not good

Dropping
Points of all
mixtures are
not good
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L2:/A1

Storage
stability of all
mixtures is
very poor

Dropping
Points of
several
mixtures are
not good
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L2:/A2

Storage
stability of all
mixtures is
very poor

Dropping
Points of
some mixtures
are not great
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L2:/A3

Storage
stability of all
mixtures is
very poor

Roll Stability
of several
mixtures are
not great

Dropping
Points of
some mixtures
are not great
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L3:/A1
Storage
stability of
one mixture
is very poor

Dropping
Points of
some mixtures
are not great
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L3:/A2

Storage
stability of all
mixtures is
very poor

Dropping
Points of
some mixtures
are not great
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COMPATIBILITY OF PAIR L3:/A3

Storage
stability of
one mixture
is very poor
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COMPATIBILITY SUMMARY BY ASTM LIMITS
Compatiblility Summary by ASTM limits
Aluminum Complex Grease --->

A1

A2

A3

L1

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS
Incompatible DP

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS
Incompatible DP

Incompatible SS
Incompatible RS
Incompatible DP

L2

Incompatible SS
Incompatible RS
Incompatible DP

Incompatible SS
Incompatible RS
Incompatible DP

Incompatible SS
Incompatible RS
Incompatible DP

Incompatible SS

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS
Incompatible DP

Compatible SS
Incompatible RS
Incompatible DP

Lithium Complex Grease

L3

Borderline Compatible RS

Incompatible DP
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COMPATIBILITY SUMMARY BY CRC LIMITS
Compatiblility Summary by CRC limits
Aluminum Complex Grease --->

A1

A2

A3

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS
Incompatible DP

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS

Borderline Compatible RS

Borderline Compatible DP

Incompatible DP

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS
Compatible DP

Borderline Compatible RS
Borderline Compatible DP

Lithium Complex Grease

L1

L2

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS
Borderline Compatible DP

Incompatible SS

Compatible RS

Incompatible SS
Compatible RS

Borderline Compatible RS

Borderline Compatible DP

Borderline Compatible DP

Compatible DP

Borderline Compatible SS

L3

Incompatible SS

Compatible SS
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OVERALL OBSERVATIONS
¢

By ASTM D 6185 (modified), none of the pairs are compatible. None of the pairs are
compatible by dropping point acceptance limits. Four of the pairs would be judged
compatible or borderline compatible based solely on the roll stability test, and one
pair would be judged compatible based solely on the storage stability test.

¢

By CRC acceptance limits, two of the pairs would be judged compatible. Based
solely on the roll stability test, all pairs would be judged compatible or borderline
compatible. Based on only the dropping point, seven of the pairs would be judged
compatible or borderline compatible. Only two of the pairs pass the storage stability
test (the two pairs judged to be compatible overall)
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TEST METHOD OBSERVATIONS
¢

In order of severity, the storage stability test is most severe, with only two of the mixtures
passing using the CRC acceptance limits and none passing by ASTM limits. The dropping point
test is the next most severe, with all mixtures failing by ASTM acceptance limits and two failing
by CRC acceptance limits. In the roll stability test (proxy for the 100K penetration test), four
mixtures passed using ASTM limits and all mixtures passed using CRC acceptance limits.

¢

Storage Stability – The neat greases tended to be little affected by storage stability test
conditions. Changes from original neat grease penetrations ranged from -16 to +10 points. This
resulted in nearly all mixtures failing the storage stability test by both ASTM and CRC
condemning limits, with changes from calculated of -9 to +74 points. Two mixtures are compatible
or borderline compatible by CRC acceptance limits.

¢

Dropping Point - All grease mixtures fail the dropping point test by ASTM acceptance limits. All but
two mixtures are either compatible or borderline compatible by CRC acceptance limits.

¢

Roll Stability - Some of the neat greases have poor shear stability in the roll stability test. This
allowed several of the greases to pass the roll stability test ASTM acceptance limits. All mixtures
are either compatible or borderline compatible by CRC acceptance limits
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GREASE OBSERVATIONS
¢

There is a wide compatibility performance differential among the lithium complex
greases, although their performance ranking is not the same by ASTM and CRC
acceptance limits

¢

However, the same lithium complex grease (L3) is ranked best by both ASTM and CRC
acceptance limits

¢

The aluminum complex greases perform similarly to one another

¢

This tells us that it makes a real difference which lithium complex grease is being
replaced, but it is apparently less important which aluminum complex grease is
selected from a compatibility perspective

¢

The relative overall performance (high and low temperature, load carrying, mechanical
stability, etc.) of the three aluminum complex greases should be compared in a future
study
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CONCLUSIONS
¢

While thickener differences are usually the cause of incompatibility, base oil differences
and adverse additive interactions can also cause grease incompatibility. Grease
compatibility charts are based solely on thickener type and ignore the impact of base
oils and additives.

¢

Thickener type compatibility charts generalize about thickeners, and provide
inconsistent ratings of several different thickener pairs (specifically lithium complex and
aluminum complex).

¢

Compatibility testing shows that for a given pair of greases, different tests yield different
results, e.g., a pair may be compatible by shear stability testing, but incompatible by
storage stability or dropping point testing.

¢

Compatibility rating by the ASTM D 6185 criteria is both severe and rigid. The choice of
compatibility test methods should reflect the application demands. For instance, in a low
to moderate temperature application, dropping point reduction of 40oC may be very
reasonable.
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CONCLUSIONS CONTINUED
¢

Rating compatibility by dropping point change assumes this test is predictive of service life
or high temperature operating limits, which is a poor assumption.

¢

Rating compatibility by storage stability penetration change under the test conditions of
1400 hours at 75oC is also rather severe for applications at low to moderate temperatures.
In addition, this is a static test, not expected to predict performance in a dynamic
application.

¢

Rating grease compatibility by shear stability (by either ASTM D 1831 Roll Stability or
ASTM D 217 100,000 stroke penetration testing) is probably a better way to predict the
most common incompatibility, which is excessive softening in a dynamic application.

¢

Compatibility testing by ASTM D 6185 is so severe, it does not allow for any differentiation
in compatibility level among the tested greases.

¢

Compatibility testing using CRC acceptance limits allows for differentiation of the level of
compatibility among the 9 grease pairs tested.

¢

Future studies should be made on other thickener types
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